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PART B CERTIFICATION

The following letter, statements and signatures provide the signatory authority for this permit application and certification of its contents.

G.1 PINOVA INC. CERTIFICATION

I certify under penalty of law that this RCRA Part B Permit Application for the Pinova owned portion of the Former Hercules Facility located at 2801 Cook Street, Brunswick Georgia and all attachments were prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the environmental response ongoing at this project site, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.

Molly Matthews

Name: Molly Matthews
Title: Vice President of Operations
Company: Pinova
Address: 2801 Cook Street, Brunswick, GA 31520
Phone: 912-602-6606
G.2  HERCULES LLC CERTIFICATION

I certify under penalty of law that this RCRA Part B Permit Application for the Hercules owned portion of the facility located at 2801 Cook Street, Brunswick Georgia and all attachments were prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the environmental response ongoing at this project site, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.

[Signature]
Name  John Hoffman
Title  Manager of Remediation
Company  Hercules LLC
Address  500 Hercules Road, Wilmington DE 19808-1579
Phone  302-495-3233